**Lighting Modes**

1. Constant white light
2. Colour lighting - Multiple colours fade in and out. Gradually switches between red, green, blue, yellow, pink and white.

**Product Installation - OPTION 1**

Adhere using Hoselink Outdoor Acrylic Double Sided Tape (SKU L100).

**Product Installation - OPTION 2**

Mount onto the wall/fence using supplied plugs and screws. To do this please follow the steps below:

**Step 1 - Find a suitable location**

Solar lights need access to direct sunlight for optimum results, preferably 6-8 hours per day.

**Step 2 - Mounting the solar light**

Use a 6mm drill piece for masonry installation. Gently hammer the plugs into place and then secure the screws tightly. For timber use a 3mm drill piece without the plugs.

**Step 3 - Turn on the light**

To activate the light, turn on the switch on the back of the unit. Test by covering the solar panel completely to check that the light comes on. The light is now ready for use.

**Note:** If the light does not turn on this could be due to the battery not being charged. Leave out in direct sunlight for 6 – 8 hours and try again.

For more information visit [www.hoselink.com.au](http://www.hoselink.com.au) or call 1300 900 617